
2015 High School Gymnastics Changes for Routines 
 
JV Beam:  The JV scale on beam that was performed last year will now be only an Arabesque to align 

with the USA Gym Level 3 routine. 
 
Optionals: NFHS has eliminated one of the requirements on each event, making the total 5 instead of 6.  

No more Mixed Series on Beam and Floor. 
 

 Opt. Bars  Requirements: 
1)   Kip 
2)   Element that achieves or passes through handstand in a stretched position  
 (within 20o) 
3) Superior release/flight element (Not dismount) 
4) One direction change (Not in mount/dismount) 
5) Superior dismount 
 

 Opt. Beam Requirements: 
1) Minimum of a full turn on 1 foot 
2) Dance series of 2 elements with difficulty value performed on the beam  
 (may be the same or different) 
3)  One Acro flight element (must start and finish on the beam) 
4) Acro series of 2 elements with difficulty value performed on the beam 
 **Both must start and finish on the beam** NEW THIS YEAR! 
 **The dismount series will no longer receive credit for the Acro Series** 
5) Superior dismount 
 

 Opt. Floor Requirements: 
1) Twisting Salto (min of 180o twist) 
 *Note that a one foot entry, such as an aerial cartwheel or aerial round-off does not fulfill 

this requirement since it is considered to be 1/4 twist. 
2) Dance series of 2 different Group 1 leaps or jumps with difficulty value  
 ** NEW THIS YEAR! (Must be different elements, but may use the same shape) 
3)  One Leap/jump/or turn on one foot of at least Superior Difficulty value 
4) 3 Acro passes containing 3 elements each  (at least one element must have difficulty value)   
5) Must have a Superior Acro Element in the 3rd pass OR as the last Acro element.   
 

Inquiries: The Inquiry Form has been updated. Please use the new form filled out completely when 
making inquires for the Optional Routines. 

 

Download Important HS Gymnastics Documents: 
 Compulsories: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/jlgqbk4lrjqehqj/AAC20lxto5KjbcLJHzB68gQra?dl=0 
 
 Optionals:  https://www.dropbox.com/sh/x40kn7c4tcptxch/AACSXV8N_ZLgVj55jBSD3srba?dl=0 
 
 NFHS Materials: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/nzf45csdiscm7ju/AACfjTkx95_bsjKJZjR1-DYma?dl=0 
 
 Powerpoints: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/6kf4xzg087c1uc8/AADOgnxuhabnWXPjoY0euOyNa?dl=0 
 
 Miscellaneous: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/6kf4xzg087c1uc8/AADOgnxuhabnWXPjoY0euOyNa?dl=0 
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